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ABSTRACT Although fuzzers have been successful in revealing semantic bugs that lead to crashes, they do not reveal semantic
bugs that do not lead to crashes. Furthermore, the inputs that lead to crashes may be invalid and invalid inputs do not reveal
semantic bugs at all, since they are outside the program’s intended input domain. On the other hand, runtime assertion checking
(RAC) may be used for revealing semantic bugs, although it needs input test data that can trigger these bugs.
In this idea paper, we propose the idea of combining different kinds of fuzzing tools and RAC in a complementary manner to
leverage their benefits and overcome these problems, along with a preliminary study. That is, a fuzzing tool will generate an
input test, and a RAC tool will make sure that the generated inputs are valid and check the results for semantic bugs.
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1. Introduction and Motivation
Detecting software bugs is time-consuming and challenging.
Many techniques have been introduced for discovering input
tests that can reveal bugs early in a system’s development. Gen-
erating tests that can reveal bugs would also help other software
research domains like automatic bug localization (Wong et al.
2016), program synthesis (Alur et al. 2018; Peleg & Polikarpova
2020; A. Nilizadeh, Calvo, et al. 2022) and automated program
repair (Gazzola et al. 2018; Goues et al. 2019; A. Nilizadeh &
Leavens 2022; A. Nilizadeh et al. 2024).

Two practical approaches for automatically discovering
bugs in programs are fuzzing (Liang et al. 2018; Li et al.
2018; Boehme et al. 2021) and runtime assertion checking
(RAC) (Clarke & Rosenblum 2006; Leucker & Schallhart 2009;
Kosmatov et al. 2020; Taleb et al. 2021). Used alone, fuzzing
can only reveal program crashes as opposed to semantic bugs,
while RAC can reveal semantic bugs but needs valid inputs. Our
idea is to combine these two approaches to reveal semantic bugs
more effectively automatically; that is, the combination should
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be more effective in that it reveals more bugs in a given amount
of time.

Fuzzing is the process of running a program repeatedly with
randomly generated inputs to reveal vulnerabilities or security
violations by monitoring crashes. This process is repeated until
a timeout is reached or fuzzing is stopped. Fuzzing is used
routinely by well-known companies like Google (Chang et al.
2017) and Microsoft (Godefroid et al. 2012; Microsoft Corp.
2015). Fuzzers can be classified into three groups: black-box,
gray-box, and white-box (Manès et al. 2019). In black-box
fuzzing, the source code and internal behavior of the program
under test (PUT) are not accessible. Thus, generating inputs
in a black-box fuzzer is entirely random. In white-box fuzzing,
the code is available, and fuzzing is not necessarily random,
as the fuzzer can explore the PUT’s state space; an example is
SAGE (Godefroid et al. 2012), which uses concolic execution
to generate inputs that follow specific paths. However, white-
box fuzzing needs program code to work, and its use of static
analysis can be slower than the random input generation in
black-box fuzzers. Gray-box fuzzing can see some internal
information of the PUT, but not all of it. Gray-box fuzzing uses
lightweight static analysis and/or gathers dynamic information
from the PUT’s execution, such as code coverage. Gray-box
fuzzing uses randomly generated inputs; however, it can use
some internal information to generate better test inputs.
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Fuzzers are designed to reveal bugs that lead to a program
crash; fuzzers cannot detect semantic bugs that do not cause
the PUT to crash, although it should be noted that assertion
violations (i.e., assertions that evaluate to false) typically lead to
a crash. Thus, if the program has assertions, fuzz testing can be
used to check for assertions that are violated. On the other hand,
some crashes are not interesting, because: (1) the inputs used
may be invalid (i.e., outside of the program’s input domain) or
(2) the crash may be intentional (e.g., a program may abort or
throw an exception to signal an invalid input).

RAC checks a lightweight formal specification while running
a test by evaluating assertions; when RAC detects a specification
violation, it reveals a semantic bug. However, like software test-
ing, RAC is incomplete. RAC can only reveal a bug when the
input test data covers a path that violates an assertion, and RAC
cannot guarantee that a program with no violations is correct
for all possible inputs. Thus, the effectiveness of RAC for re-
vealing bugs is dependent on the input test data. However, when
using RAC together with a specification language, such as JML
(Leavens et al. 2006, 2008, 2022) or Eiffel (Meyer 1997), one
does not provide the expected output for each input but instead
a lightweight specification for each method, consisting of a pre-
condition and a postcondition. A Precondition is an assertion
that describes what input states are valid, and a postcondition
describes the correct relation between input and output states.

If one has a formal specification for a program, then why use
input tests and RAC instead of static verification? The problem
is that writing a formal specification that allows successful
static verification is time-consuming, and many commonly used
libraries do not have such formal specifications. When using
such a library, the lack of formal specifications for the library’s
methods prevents verification of code that calls them.

By contrast, it is easier to write lightweight formal specifi-
cations to be used in RAC, because details like loop invariants
can be omitted, and one needs only to write pre- and post-
condition specifications for methods called (and perhaps some
assertions that describe assumed properties of data structures
(Hoare 1972)). Since RAC is not attempting to prove programs
correct, its lightweight specifications may not suffice for static
verification; however, they can still reveal semantic bugs.

The main idea of this paper is to discuss the prospect of
extending fuzzing to reveal semantic bugs by combining fuzzers
with RAC using lightweight specifications. Some potential ben-
efits are: (1) unit tests need not be written, (2) running the PUT
with valid input data by using RAC and the PUT’s precondition
and discarding invalid inputs1, (3) revealing semantic bugs by
observing contract violations, and (4) sending feedback to the
fuzzer to help it provide better coverage and/or reveal bugs.

2. Background
In this section, we discuss the background of coverage-guided
fuzzer tools and RAC, along with an introduction to the specifi-
cation language employed in our preliminary study.

1 A PUT’s precondition gives constraints on its input domain, which say what
top-level inputs (and states) are allowed. However, if an internal call within
the PUT causes a precondition failure, that is indicative of a program bug.

2.1. Coverage-Guided Fuzzers
Recall that fuzzing is the process of generating random inputs
to reveal bugs that lead to program crashes. However, modern
fuzzers do not work entirely randomly.

A coverage-guided fuzzer (CGF) uses feedback from pro-
gram execution to enhance code coverage. This is achieved by
diversifying the generated input tests, as exemplified by tools
such as AFL (Zalewski 2014), LibFuzze (Serebryany 2016),
VUzzer (Rawat et al. 2017) and Tensorfuzz (Odena et al. 2019).
These tools all follow the same general steps to test a program,
PUT. First, they have a pool of good inputs, namely those that
do not crash PUT or appear to send it into an infinite loop. Then,
they select a good input for the mutation process to generate
a new test. They then execute PUT with the newly generated
input. They monitor PUT to see if the new input increases code
coverage or discovers a crash (or apparent infinite loop) during
execution. The fuzzer reports the problems it discovers; further-
more, if the newly generated input increases code coverage, then
it is added to the pool of good inputs. This process is repeated
until a timeout is reached or fuzzing is stopped.

For using a CGF, a tester needs to provide a driver (usually
written manually) to translate the input data generated by the
fuzzer into PUT’s argument types. Writing a driver increases the
probability of generating valid inputs for complex arguments to
PUT by generating arguments of the expected types that should
be valid. However, there is no guarantee that a driver will only
call PUT with valid inputs as the driver may generate data that
does not satisfy PUT’s precondition.

Some CGF tools allow the user to provide feedback on a
second metric (in addition to code coverage). Such a fuzzer
saves inputs that increase this user-defined metric; these fuzzers
also save inputs that increase code coverage or reveal a crash.
For example, DifFuzz (S. Nilizadeh et al. 2019) saves an input
test that increases the time or space used by the PUT while
searching for side-channel vulnerabilities in a (cryptographic)
program.

When using a CGF, the tester must provide at least one good
input to seed the pool of good inputs. Research shows that good
initial input(s) will help CGF tools to generate good inputs in
a shorter time (Yue et al. 2019). The idea of a hybrid fuzzer
is to provide high-quality initial test data by using symbolic
execution. Research shows the effectiveness of symbolic exe-
cution techniques for generating such input test data (Clarke
1976; Cadar et al. 2008; Braione et al. 2017). In hybrid fuzzing,
symbolic execution generates good inputs and adds these to
the pool of good test inputs to help guide fuzzers to generate
better input tests; examples include Mayhem (Cha et al. 2012),
Driller (Stephens et al. 2016), Badger (Noller et al. 2018) and
HyDiff (Noller et al. 2020).

2.2. Runtime Assertion Checking
Runtime assertion checking (RAC) has intermediate benefits for
program correctness—between formal methods and software
testing. RAC has intermediate effectiveness because it checks
formal specifications by running input tests to find violations of
specified assertions (Clarke & Rosenblum 2006; Kosmatov et al.
2020; Filliâtre & Pascutto 2021). Thus RAC cannot guarantee



the correctness of a program, but using assertions is effective
for revealing semantic bugs. RAC can also provide information
about bug locations, even for program bugs that do not lead
to crashes or failures. However, when using RAC, one must
provide preconditions and postconditions for the PUT’s methods
(or functions). In addition, inline assertions can be added to the
PUT to check other program points, which is helpful for fault
localization purposes if any such assertion is violated.

Observing assertion violations shows the existence of a bug
only if the input data passed to the PUT’s entry method2 were
valid (Peters & Parnas 1994; Cheon & Leavens 2002); that is,
these input data must satisfy PUT’s precondition, otherise a con-
tract violation encountered while running PUT has no meaning.
Similarly, if a RAC tool does not show any postcondition vio-
lation, it only means that PUT works correctly on the provided
input data. It may still be that there is a bug in the program that
these inputs do not reveal or that RAC the specifications may be
incomplete or not amenable to RAC; thus, running RAC without
finding an assertion violation does not guarantee correctness for
all possible inputs.

2.3. Java Modeling Language

The Java Modeling Language (JML) (Leavens et al. 2006, 2008,
2022) is a well-known Hoare-style formal behavioral interface
specification language specifically designed for Java. Serving as
a deductive specification language, JML describes the expected
behavior of Java methods, classes, and interfaces using precon-
ditions and postconditions. Furthermore, it offers annotations
that allow for the crafting of inline assertions and loop invariants.
JML specifications are integrated into Java code as formatted
comments. These can be placed in-line after a comment start-
ing with //@ or between the special comment tags /*@ and */.
Thus Java interprets JML annotations as comments.

Preconditions are assertions that must be satisfied before
invoking a method or constructor. Conversely, postconditions
are assertions that need to be fulfilled at the termination point
of a method or constructor. Inline assertions amidst the code’s
statements must be satisfied when the execution reaches them.
Additionally, loop invariants, a type of inline assertion, must be
maintained at the beginning of every loop iteration.

A variety of tools, like OpenJML (Chalin et al. 2006; Cok
2010, 2011, 2021), and KeY (Ahrendt et al. 2014, 2016), lever-
age JML. While KeY exclusively supports static verification,
OpenJML offers both static verification and RAC functionali-
ties. OpenJML’s RAC merely requires method specifications
for the method under test; however, it can use inline assertions
to monitor test executions for assertion violations.

Figure 1 shows an example of a Java class named
PrimeCheck from the Java+JML dataset.3 This class contains
two methods, each annotated with JML pre- and postconditions.

2 The entry method of a program is the method called to start the program’s
execution.

3 The programs in our Java+JML dataset have complete specifications; that
is each has specifications sufficient to allow formal verification. However,
for this work, we only used method pre- and postconditions, excluding inner
assertions and loop invariants; although those could also be checked by RAC,
our experiments did not use inner assertions and loop invariants.

1 class PrimeCheck {
2 /*@ requires d != 0;
3 @ ensures \result == n%d; @*/
4 public /*@ pure @*/ static int
5 div(int n, int d) { return n%d; }
6

7 /*@ requires 1 < a;
8 @ ensures \result <==> (\forall int k;
9 1 < k && k <= a/2; div(a, k) != 0); @*/

10 public boolean isPrime(int a) {
11 int i = 2;
12 int mid = a/2;
13 while (i <= mid) {
14 if (div(a,i) == 0) { return false; }
15 i++;
16 }
17 return true;
18 }
19 }

Figure 1 Java Code Example using pre- and postconditions in
JML.

The first method, div, takes two parameters: the dividend
(n) and divisor (d), and returns the remainder. The precondition
(following requires) stipulates that d must not be zero. The
postcondition (following ensures), on the other hand, checks
that the return value matches n%d. The pure clause says that
this method has no side effects, and allows it to be used in
assertions.

The second method, isPrime, determines if the input value
is prime. The precondition specifies that the input (a) must be
strictly greater than 1. The postcondition says that the result is
true just when the argument (a) is not divisible by any integer
greater than one and less than or equal to a/2, so a is prime.
In the postcondition, \result denotes the method’s return
value, <==> means “if and only if”, and \forall is used for
universal quantification. In a universally quantified expression,
the type of the quantified variable (k in this case) is declared, and
each value of that variable that satisfies the range condition (in
this case 1 < k && k <= a/2) must satisfy the condition
given in the body of the quantifier (i.e., div(a,k) != 0).

With RAC, a contract violation happens if an input argument
fails the precondition or the postcondition. If an input argument
does not satisfy the precondition, the input is considered invalid,
meaning an issue with the input data. When the input is valid,
then a failure in a postcondition or an internal assertion indicates
a program bug. Recognizing these differences, RAC can be
effectively used to distinguish between input data errors and
internal bugs, improving the bug detection process.

3. Approach
This section discusses our plans to solve the problem of reveal-
ing semantic bugs. Then, we discuss the application of RAC to
different kinds of fuzzers, which involves the advantages, dis-



advantages, and potential areas of improvement when merging
RAC with these different kinds of fuzzing tools.

3.1. A High-Level Solution

Our main idea is to combine fuzzing and RAC, using RAC to
reveal semantic bugs and using a fuzzer to generate input data
for RAC. Recall that a fuzzer can only reveal semantic bugs
that lead to a crash, and RAC can only reveal semantic bugs if
it is provided with suitable input test data. Notice that a RAC
only needs input test data and not a test suite with inputs and
their expected outputs. Thus, our idea is to use a fuzzer and a
RAC in tandem to leverage their benefits and overcome their
weaknesses to reveal semantic bugs effectively.

The inputs in our approach are a program, PUT, and its
lightweight formal specification S in the Hoare style (Hoare
1969; Meyer 1997; Apt & Olderog 2019); that is, for the PUT’s
entry method, there is a contract consisting of a precondition and
a postcondition; optionally, one can also specify other methods
(and it is often convenient to add some invariants that describe
data structures (Hoare 1972)). Then, a fuzzer will generate input
tests, and a RAC tool will check the inputs to PUT and only
pass along those that are valid, and then it will check S while
running PUT to reveal contract violations. The output of this
combination is two pools of test data: (a) those that pass S and
(b) those that reveal semantic bugs (i.e., that violate the contracts
in S). In other words, the high-level solution is to develop a
fuzzing tool for running PUT with only valid input and detecting
bugs if a contract is violated. Recall that generating valid inputs
refers to providing inputs that satisfy the constraints of top-level
inputs for PUT’s entry method. If there are other specifications,
for example for other methods, then a failure in one of these
indicates a program bug.

3.2. Using RAC to Check for Valid Inputs

The first step for combining a fuzzer with RAC is generating
valid input data. When the input argument is invalid based on
the input domain (precondition), RAC cannot detect potential
semantic bugs in the program. Thus, one of the main conditions
for using a RAC with a fuzzer is having a (lightweight) specifi-
cation for the program’s entry method. This precondition allows
the RAC tool to check that the input is valid before running the
program. Checking this precondition will guarantee that the
program will only execute with valid inputs. In this case, after
generating input test data with a fuzzer, the RAC will check
the PUT’s entry method precondition. If the generated input
test does not satisfy the entry method’s precondition, then the
PUT will not be run; instead, the process will be repeated with
the fuzzer generating new input data. Only when the input data
satisfies the entry method’s precondition will the entire PUT be
run.

3.3. Benefits With Each Kind of Fuzzer

A variety of different fuzzing techniques can be used with RAC.
In the following, we will discuss the benefits and limitations of
each kind of fuzzing tool.

3.3.1. Black-Box Fuzzing In black-box fuzzing, a fuzzer
generates input tests randomly, and the fuzzer has no infor-
mation about how the PUT is implemented. Thus, having a
lightweight specification that is suitable for black-box fuzzing
only requires pre- and postconditions for the PUT’s entry
method; detailed specifications for other methods, loops and
data structures are not needed. Since black-box fuzzers generate
input data randomly, they may generate invalid input data (i.e.,
data that do not satisfy the PUT’s entry precondition). Invalid
inputs are more likely to be a problem if the PUT has more
complex types of input data or more constrained input domains.
Thus, if the input data are not checked for validity, then black-
box fuzzing may run the PUT with much invalid input data,
which is both time-consuming4 and a waste of time, as such
inputs cannot reveal semantic bugs.

A RAC tool can help to solve some of these limitations of
black-box fuzzing. First, checking preconditions will ignore
invalid input data and save time by only running a PUT with
valid inputs. Furthermore, by running a PUT with valid input
data, a RAC tool can reveal semantic bugs by checking for
postcondition violations; since then, any postcondition violation
shows the existence of a semantic bug. In sum, in combination
with black-box fuzzing, the RAC tool can ignore invalid input
data by checking the PUT’s overall precondition and revealing
semantic bugs using the PUT’s overall postcondition (and any
other contracts that are available).

3.3.2. CGF In coverage-guided fuzzing (CGF), the fuzzer
can access some information in the PUT. Consequently, when
integrated with RAC, a CGF tool retains all the benefits associ-
ated with black-box fuzzing. Additionally, by combining CGF
tool with RAC, such a tool leverages its insight into the PUT to:
(1) improve bug localization and (2) find semantic bugs more
efficiently, as a CGF tool generates inputs by a process that at-
tempts to maximize code coverage, instead of being completely
random as in the black-box approach.

Furthermore, a RAC can improve bug localization if it is
supplied with assertions internal to the PUT (e.g., contracts for
some internally used methods). In this case, assertion violations
can help to detect bugs during the PUT’s execution instead of at
the end of the PUT’s execution (Barner et al. 2005).

Finally, the combination of a RAC with a CGF can ensure
that the PUT is only run with valid input tests. This will be more
efficient than using random inputs because the pool of good test
data that a CGF mutates to generate new tests will only contain
valid inputs (since the RAC checks the overall precondition of
the PUT); such valid inputs are more likely to be mutated into
other valid inputs and these can be tested more efficiently than
invalid inputs.

3.3.3. Hybrid Fuzzing The distinction between guided and
hybrid fuzzing lies in the input generation. In hybrid fuzzing, in-
puts are derived both from the fuzzer and symbolic (or concolic)
execution (Jiang et al. 2023), with the latter being responsible
for producing the initial inputs. Thus the symbolic execution

4 Invalid inputs may consume much time because such inputs can lead to
semantic errors, crashes, and infinite loops.



engine may seed the pool of quality inputs with inputs that
cover many of the PUT’s branches. Afterward, the fuzzer can
mutate these inputs to create new ones. When combined with
RAC, each input is checked for validity. Therefore, when hy-
brid fuzzing works with RAC, it harnesses the advantages of
both CGF and RAC tools. This synergy can further enhance
the efficiency of generating valid test data, especially since the
initial seed inputs are also valid.

3.3.4. CGF with User-Defined Rewards In some CGF
tools like Kelinci-WCA (Noller et al. 2018; S. Nilizadeh et al.
2019), a tester can define a measure5 that the fuzzer attempts to
increase while it also attempts to increase code coverage. The
main advantage of combining RAC with such a fuzzer is that
the runtime assertion checker can send direct feedback signals
to the fuzzer, allowing the fuzzer to find valid input test data
that reveal semantic bugs more efficiently.

A combined RAC and fuzzer tool can prioritize revealing
semantic bugs by having RAC directly reward the fuzzer when
its input test data reveals a semantic bug. Alternatively, such a
combined tool can prioritize finding valid inputs by rewarding
the fuzzer when it generates valid input test data6. Fig. 2 shows
a high-level diagram of this approach. In this diagram, first, a
CGF tool generates input data. Then, a driver converts input
data to the PUT’s arguments. After that, a RAC validates each
test’s inputs using the PUT’s precondition. If RAC validates
the input tests, then the PUT will be run, while RAC checks
the PUT for any assertion violations. RAC will send a signal to
the CGF tool if it reveals a semantic bug in the PUT using the
generated test, and such input test data are saved. Further, the
CGF actively monitors the PUT, seeking to generate tests that
cover new, previously unexplored branches within the PUT.

4. Preliminary Study
We performed a preliminary study of our approach, comparing
JMLKelinci, which is a CGF tool that uses JML’s RAC to check
input validity, using our approach. This study found that, our
approach could detect bugs in 78 out of 84 buggy programs.

JMLKelinci (A. Nilizadeh, Leavens, & Păsăreanu 2021) uses
a RAC tool (OpenJML (Cok 2010, 2011, 2021)) with a CGF
(Kelinci (Kersten et al. 2017)) to provide valid inputs for Java
programs. JMLKelinci obtains the benefits of using precon-
ditions written in JML (Leavens et al. 2006, 2008, 2022) to
cover branches with only valid inputs to provide the opportu-
nity of using postconditions for revealing potential semantic
bugs. JMLKelinci only uses the first step of this paper’s idea by
using formal preconditions for generating valid inputs; the JM-
LKelinci tool has not yet been adapted to investigate checking
postconditions or to send feedback to the fuzzer regarding the
presence of semantic bugs.

5 The measure was called a “cost” in the paper about Kelinci-WCA (Noller et
al. 2018; S. Nilizadeh et al. 2019), where the goal was to find the worst-case
execution time of code in order to discover side-channels (Le et al. 2021).
Using the measure in the opposite sense allows it to be used as a reward that
is maximized.

6 It may not be necessary for RAC to give a reward when input is valid; if the
RAC uses the same code to reject an invalid input each time, then a CGF will
try to avoid invalid inputs while attempting to cover more code.

4.1. Experimental Details
The experiment used three versions of 28 programs from the
Buggy Java+JML dataset (A. Nilizadeh 2021a; A. Nilizadeh,
Leavens, Le, et al. 2021; A. Nilizadeh et al. 2024), for a total of
84 programs.7 Each buggy program in this dataset is a version
of a correct program that has been proven correct using JML’s
tools. For each of the 28 correct programs, JMLKelinci was
able to cover all branches with valid inputs.

In our experimental procedure, we used JMLKelinci, which
effectively covers the branches of the buggy programs by gen-
erating valid inputs. It is worth mentioning that JMLKelinci
saves the first input that either triggers a crash or explores a new
branch within the code. Following the generation of these cru-
cial inputs, we proceeded to apply OpenJML’s RAC manually.
This step was integral in our process as it allowed us to uncover
and understand the presence of semantic bugs within the set of
valid inputs that were saved previously.

4.2. Results
Table 1 shows the results of running both JMLKelinci alone and
using JMLKelinci and RAC to check postconditions on these
84 buggy programs. In Table 1, the “JK” stands for JMLKelinci
and “JKP” stands for JMLKelinci plus postcondition checking
on the saved valid inputs. Also, ”miss” means that the bug was
not revealed with the generated inputs, and “detect” means that
the bug was detected with valid inputs.

Our preliminary study indicates that using postcondition
checking with RAC has a significant advantage in bug detec-
tion, revealing 78 out of 84 bugs when applied to the saved,
valid inputs. On the contrary, the standalone use of the fuzzer
JMLKelinci revealed only 26 bugs, which all caused program
crashes. Therefore, incorporating postconditions and RAC in
the process offers a superior approach to discovering semantic
bugs, compared to relying only on a fuzzer.

Figure 3 shows a buggy variant of the PrimeCheck class, dis-
cussed in §2.3. This figure corresponds to the dataset’s second
buggy version. A bug is introduced at line 12, where the code is
changed to int mid = a*2;. JMLKelinci, only validating
preconditions, enables valid inputs to execute the program and
stores those that cover a new branch or trigger a crash in the
PUT. Even though the program displayed in Fig 3 has a bug,
JMLKelinci fails to identify it as a bug because no input can
lead the buggy program to crash during execution. Our prelim-
inary study used RAC, and when it received a valid input (a
six-digit number) generated by JMLKelinci, the tool saved this
input, since it covered a new branch. RAC then confirmed the
bug’s presence within the program by indicating a postcondition
violation.

Moreover, out of the 84 buggy programs, six cases failed to
reveal the bug despite having a valid input covering the faulty
branch. A more comprehensive approach involving automatic
postcondition checking via RAC for all generated valid inputs
- not just the first valid input that traverses a branch and is
subsequently saved (as done in this study) - could potentially
reveal these undetected bugs.

7 We used buggy versions 1, 2, and 3 of each correct program. All programs in
this dataset all have JML specifications.



Figure 2 Architecture of CGF with user-defined rewards using RAC.

1 class PrimeCheck {
2 /*@ requires d != 0;
3 @ ensures \result == n%d; @*/
4 public /*@ pure @*/ static int
5 div(int n, int d) { return n%d; }
6

7 /*@ requires 1 < a;
8 @ ensures \result <==> (\forall int k;
9 1 < k && k <= a/2; div(a, k) != 0); @*/

10 public boolean isPrime(int a) {
11 int i = 2;
12 int mid = a*2; // bug on this line!
13 while (i <= mid) {
14 if (div(a,i) == 0)
15 return false;
16 i++;
17 }
18 return true;
19 }
20 }

Figure 3 A buggy version of the PrimCheck program with
JML annotations.

Figure 4 shows the buggy part of one of the six problematic
programs from our set, specifically, the first faulty iteration of
CombinationPermutation from the Java+JML dataset. This
program aims to compute the number of combinations of two
input parameters, n and r. In the correct version, line seven
should read as follows.

7 combin = fac.factorial(n) / (fac.
factorial(r) * fac.factorial(n-r));

Notably, the Factorial program, also annotated with JML, is
called within this computation. Execution with JMLKelinci, an
approach developed to identify crashes and achieve complete
branch coverage, reveals no crash, since this bug does not gen-
erate crashes. Afterward, we used RAC using the generated
inputs and postconditions to cover contract violations. However,
the generated inputs that resulted in branch coverage were n
== 0 and r == 0, which do not lead to contract violations in
this buggy program. Recall that JMLKelinci saves inputs when
they cover a previously unexplored branch, as these values did.
Therefore, even if JMLKelinci runs this program’s branch with
other inputs, those inputs are not saved because they do not
cover a new branch in the program. This scenario stresses the
potential value of a tool capable of automatically checking post-
conditions for all valid inputs, which could effectively reveal
bugs like this one.

The results in Table 1 indicate that when JMLKelinci de-
tected a bug, JMLKelinci with postconditions could also detect
it. Also, when JMLKelinci with postconditions could not reveal
a bug, JMLKelinci alone could not reveal the bug either. The to-
tal number of detected buggy programs using JMLKelinci alone
and JMLKelinci with postconditions (by using the same driver)



Table 1 JMLKelinci (JK) and JMLKelinci + Postcondition (JKP) results on programs from the Buggy Java+JML Dataset.

Name Bug1 Bug1 Bug2 Bug2 Bug3 Bug3

JK JKP JK JKP JK JKP

Absolute miss detect miss detect miss detect

AddLoop miss detect miss detect miss detect

Alphabet miss detect miss detect miss detect

BankAccount miss detect miss detect miss detect

BinarySearch miss detect detect detect detect detect

BubbleSort detect detect miss detect miss detect

Calculator miss detect miss miss detect detect

CombinaPerm miss miss detect detect miss detect

CopyArray miss detect detect detect detect detect

Factorial miss detect miss detect miss detect

Fibonacci detect detect detect detect detect detect

FindFirstSorted miss miss miss detect detect detect

FindFirstZero miss detect detect detect detect detect

FindInArray miss detect miss miss miss miss

FindInSorted miss detect miss detect detect detect

GCD miss detect miss detect miss detect

Inverse miss detect detect detect miss detect

LCM miss detect miss detect miss detect

LeapYear miss detect miss detect miss miss

LinearSearch detect detect miss detect miss detect

OddEven miss detect miss detect miss detect

Perimeter miss detect miss detect miss detect

PrimeCheck miss detect miss detect miss detect

Smallest miss detect detect detect detect detect

StrPalindrome miss detect detect detect detect detect

StudentEnrollment detect detect detect detect detect detect

Time detect detect miss detect miss detect

TransposeMatrix miss detect detect detect detect detect



1 //@ requires 0<=n && n<=20 && 0<=r && r<=n;
2 //@ old Factorial fac_spec = new Factorial();
3 //@ ensures \result == fac_spec.spec_factorial

(n) / (fac_spec.spec_factorial(r) *
fac_spec.spec_factorial(n-r));

4 private /* pure @*/ long comb(int n, int r) {
5 Factorial fac = new Factorial();
6 long combin;
7 combin = fac.factorial(n) / (fac.factorial

(r) * fac.factorial(n+r));
8 return combin;
9 }

Figure 4 Buggy Java program with JML annotations that
RAC did not detect the bug.

for each buggy program is shown in Table 2. These results show
that JMLKelinci alone could reveal about 31% of bugs in these
programs, while using RAC for checking postcondition using
saved generated inputs could reveal about 93% of bugs.

Table 2 Summary of bug detection results for JMLKelinci
(JK) and JMLKelinci + Postconditions (JKP) on programs
from the Buggy Java+JML Dataset.

Bug Detected by JK Detected by JKP

Num. Percent Num. Percent

Version1 5 18% 26 93%

Version2 10 36% 26 93%

Version3 11 39% 26 93%

Total 26 31% 78 93%

4.3. Threats to Validity
An important threat to validity is that the programs in our initial
experiments were fairly small and not drawn from real-world
examples; thus they may not be a good guide to techniques
for finding bugs in more complex, real-world programs. How-
ever, each of the 84 programs, although small, exhibits substan-
tial complexity. This threat highlights an area for future work.
Specifically, to enhance the robustness of our experiments, it
is important to extend the evaluation to larger, more real-world
programs in the future.

5. Related Work
Many approaches have been used for generating tests to reveal
bugs. However, there is not much research on combining a
fuzzer and a RAC tool in software testing. The work of Pe-
ters and Parnas (Peters & Parnas 1994) explained how to use
a RAC in testing, but their work, and the work of Cheon and

Leavens (Cheon & Leavens 2002, 2004), Zimmerman and Nag-
moti (Zimmerman & Nagmoti 2010), and Xu and Yang (Xu &
Yang 2003), did not use a fuzzer and so requires the user to cre-
ate input test data. Some of the above works can automatically
provide a small number of tests; however, a user must manually
provide better input data to reveal semantic bugs. Thus, the
effectiveness of RAC for detecting bugs in the above works
depends on the quality of the input data provided. Without
appropriate input data, a RAC tool might not reveal some bugs.
In contrast, in our approach a fuzzer automatically supplies test
data, and when used with a CGF our approach can also provide
better coverage.

Several tools use model checking and symbolic execution
to generate input tests and discover semantic bugs (Visser et al.
2004; Chipounov et al. 2009; Cadar et al. 2011; Nayrolles et
al. 2015, 2017; F. Nilizadeh et al. 2023). However, the execu-
tion time of these techniques depends on the size of the PUT;
thus, they have limited scalability in comparison to fuzzing
techniques (Ognawala et al. 2018).

Korat (Boyapati et al. 2002; Milicevic et al. 2007) uses for-
mal specifications to generate test data and decide whether tests
pass. However, Korat does not try to improve code coverage.

EvoSuite (Fraser & Arcuri 2011, 2013), Randoop (Pacheco
et al. 2007), and TSTL (Groce et al. 2015; Holmes et al. 2018)
are other tools that can provide unit tests for a program using
its code and assertions. However, they do not guarantee that the
inputs to the PUT are valid.

Property-based testing (PBT) (Fink & Bishop 1997;
Paraskevopoulou et al. 2015) is a different technique that seeks
to identify property violations by generating random test cases.
A special implementation of PBT is QuickCheck in Haskell
(Claessen & Hughes 2000). The PBT method uses randomness
in test case generation without giving feedback to the random
test generator. Thus, it is similar to using black-box fuzzing
with RAC to reveal semantic bugs. However, it does not try to
optimize code coverage in the PUT, as would be the case in our
approach with a CGF tool.

One of the closest works to our study is JMLKe-
linci (A. Nilizadeh, Leavens, & Păsăreanu 2021), which uses
RAC to help a CGF tool generate valid inputs to cover branches
for Java programs. However, JMLKelinci did not use postcondi-
tions to reveal semantic bugs or send feedback to help the fuzzer.
This paper shows how the idea of tools like JMLKelinci can be
extended to reveal semantic bugs.

The work most analogous to our concept is JMLKe-
linci+ (A. Nilizadeh et al. 2023). In that work, the first idea of
our paper has been developed for Java programs. The approach
employed a CGF tool for input generation. Subsequently, a RAC
tool was used to filter out invalid inputs based on preconditions,
and after that, it checks postconditions and internal assertions to
reveal semantic bugs. Nonetheless, the other ideas of integrat-
ing RAC with hybrid fuzzers and CGF with user-defined costs
remain unexplored.

Our approach of using a RAC to check for valid inputs is
inspired by what some programs do when sanitizing inputs (e.g.,
to prevent code injection attacks) (Wang et al. 2013; Serebryany
2016; Österlund et al. 2020). As in that approach, assertion



checking is more automatic than standard input/output testing,
and it has better reusability and maintainability. The main
difference between our approach and sanitizer approaches is
that the PUT will only execute with valid inputs in our approach;
thus, when a postcondition violation is detected, the tool has
truly found a semantic bug. Furthermore, an assertion violation
in sanitizer leads to a program crash. However, in our approach,
the input that causes an assertion violation is saved as an input
test.

Another related work is the Universal Verification Methodol-
ogy (UVM) (Height 2010; Mehta 2018), an IEEE standard for
hardware testing (design verification). UVM is a mature method-
ology that is supported by industry tools, and semiconductor
companies use UVM as one of the main steps for detecting
bugs in hardware designs. UVM generates random input tests
based on the preconditions (known as Constrained Random Ver-
ification), and then it monitors the behavior of the design using
checkers (which are similar to the code that RAC generates to
check inner and postconditions assertions). The core concept
presented in this idea paper is reminiscent of UVM. However, it
is important to note that UVM is primarily used for detecting
anomalies and bugs in hardware designs that are articulated
through hardware description languages, rather than revealing
bugs within software.

6. Patch Correctness Assessment for APR

Automated program repair (APR) has promising results for re-
pairing buggy programs. In the absence of formal verification,
most software APR tools use test suites to detect bugs and vali-
date candidate patches’ correctness. Due to the incompleteness
of test suites, repairs generated by APR tools can be incorrect
based on the expected behavior of the correct program. This
issue is referred to as “test overfitting” in APR (Smith et al.
2015; Le et al. 2018; A. Nilizadeh, Leavens, Le, et al. 2021;
A. Nilizadeh 2022). Thus, it is necessary to evaluate the correct-
ness of the generated patches.

One recent approach in APR is generating many repaired
programs, all of which pass the program’s test suite. This gives
developers more options to compare patches and select the best
one. However, sometimes APR tools generate thousands of can-
didate patches (Yuan & Banzhaf 2018), which makes it tedious
to pick the best patches manually. A potential solution to this
problem could be the application of fuzzing techniques aimed
at automatically discarding overfitted patches. On the other
hand, this problem may justify the cost of adding lightweight
pre- and postconditions to programs, as then one can use our
approach to eliminate overfitted patches automatically. Also,
RAC violations show a weakness in the input test suite that the
absence of that test leads to generating test overfitted patches by
APR. Adding those generated input tests to the input test suite
can cover those weaknesses. Then, by running the APR, they
can generate more reliable patches (A. Nilizadeh, Calvo, et al.
2021; Huang & Meyer 2022; A. Nilizadeh 2021b).

Additionally, the concept we discussed regarding APR patch
correctness could also be applied to automated reasoning re-
pair (A. Nilizadeh, Leavens, & Cok 2022; Ringer et al. 2018);

this is particularly feasible given that the specification is readily
available.

7. Limitations of Our Approach
The main limitation of combining RAC and fuzzing is the need
for lightweight formal specifications. If there are no formal
specifications, then lightweight specifications, at least for the en-
try method of the PUT, must be written. However, for programs
that already have such formal specifications, such as critical
systems and security protocol implementations, our approach
could be easily implemented.

Another limitation of our approach is that the specifications
may not be adequate; the pre- and postcondition specified for the
PUT’s entry method might be inadequate, or they might not be
able to be evaluated with RAC. If the precondition of the PUT’s
entry method is too strong, then it might prevent some inputs
that should be allowed from being used in tests. Conversely,
if the postcondition is too weak or cannot be fully evaluated
using RAC, then it might miss some bugs that it should catch.
In both cases, a tool using our approach might not be able to
reveal semantic bugs in the PUT.

In short our approach depends on having accurate pre- and
postconditions for the PUT’s entry method that can be evaluated
by RAC.

8. Conclusions
We have proposed the idea of combining modern fuzzing tools
with lightweight specifications checked by runtime assertion
checking (RAC) tools; this combination can help to reveal po-
tential semantic bugs automatically. Fuzzing alone would only
generate inputs (perhaps invalid) that lead to a program crash,
but the combination of a fuzzer and RAC can generate and
check for valid inputs (using preconditions) and then check for
semantic bugs (using postconditions).

We have also discussed how a modern coverage-guided
fuzzer (CGF) can best be combined with RAC. RAC can check
preconditions to ensure that the PUT is only run with valid in-
puts, which saves testing time. Checking postconditions with
RAC can help guide a CGF, helping it generate better inputs for
testing. Our preliminary study on 84 buggy programs shows
that combining a fuzzer and and RAC can lead to effective tools
for revealing semantic bugs; this study showed that this combi-
nation discovered bugs in 78 of 84 buggy programs (93%). In
contrast, fuzzing with valid inputs (obtained by checking inputs
against the PUT’s preconditions using RAC) could only reveal
26 bugs in 84 programs (31%).
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